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*Presenter: Martin Lindsay (M)
M: Hi, I’m Martin Lindsay from the Study and Learning Centre at RMIT University. This is a short movie on simplifying fractions.

Let’s start by simplifying 27 divided by 36. The thing to notice about this fraction is that you can divide both top and bottom by nine, in other words, nine into 27 goes three and 36 divided by nine is 4. So we’ve reduced a more complicated fraction to a much simpler one, three quarters.

Let’s write this another way. 27 over 36 is divisible both top and bottom by nine. Nine into 27 goes three. Notice here we’ve cancelled the 27, in other words, we’re dividing by nine. And what we do to the top we do to the bottom, so we cancel the 36 and divide by nine, giving us four. Thus the answer is three quarters.

Here’s another example. We have to write 16 over five as a mixed number, or sometimes called a mixed fraction. 16 over five as you can see is a top heavy fraction, the number on the top is bigger than the number on the bottom. First of all what we need to do is divide the five into the 16, which gives us three and that gives us a remainder of one. And the remainder one is divided by the five, because the five is on the bottom of the fraction 16 over five. In other words, 16 over five is equal to three and one 5th.

Now let’s work in the reverse to what we were doing in the previous slide. Here we start with a mixed fraction or a mixed number and we need to turn it into an improper fraction. So we want to write two and four 7ths as an improper fraction. There’s our two and four 7ths and what we do is this. We multiply the seven by the two to give us 14. Once we’ve got the 14 we then add it to the four on the top of the fraction part of this number. So 14 plus four is 18. There’s the arithmetic on the right hand side. Two times seven in brackets, which we do first, then we add the four. That gives us fourteen plus four over seven, which gives us 18 over seven. In other words, the mixed fraction two and four 7ths is 18 over seven as an improper fraction.

Now try some questions for yourself. The answers to these questions are on the next slide. Thanks for watching this short movie.


